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Book Review: Women and ETA: The Gender Politics of Radical
Basque Nationalism

In 2011, the Basque separatist and nationalist group ETA declared the definitive cessation of
its armed activity, bringing more than five decades of paramilitary activities to an end. Carrie
Hamilton’s book Women and ETA examines the history and evolution of ETA from a gender
perspective, charting the often very different roles of men and women in the organization since
the 1970s. Ana Varela-Rey praises the book as an invaluable contribution to gender and
political violence studies, as well as its use of extensive oral history interviews with women
members and supporters of ETA.

Women and ETA: The Gender Polit ics of Radical Basque
Nationalism. Carrie Hamilton. Manchester University Press. January
2013.

Find this book: 

Though reissued earlier this year, Women and ETA: The Gender Politics of
Radical Basque Nationalism was f irst published in 2007, just af ter a
ceasef ire which started in March 2006, but was then was broken in
December 2006 with the attack on Madrid’s Barajas Airport. Since that
time there have been a number of  developments around ETA, some of
them of  signif icant importance. Some analyses highlight the importance
of  the Airport attack as the turning point f or the supporters of  ETA and
the peace process that started in 2011, with the announcement of  the
def init ive cessation of  ETA’s armed activity. Carrie Hamilton’s book gives
us the opportunity, in light of  these recent developments, to analyse the
origins of  ETA and the evolution of  the Basque society f rom a gender
perspective, which is quite a unique contribution.

One of  the most signif icant aspects of  this book is the gathering of  an important sample of
published sources, archival material, and oral history interviews. Access to data is a common
problem that researchers f ace when analysing groups who use violence to reach their polit ical objectives.
Since this type of  group works underground, it is of ten very dif f icult to obtain primary sources of
inf ormation. It is worth highlighting that the documents quoted in the book are not easy to f ind, as many
are ETA’s own internal documents. Nevertheless, researchers in this f ield are lucky to count the Lazkaoko
Beneditarren Fundazioa (Benedictine Lazkao Foundation) as part of  the collection of  documents, which
were gathered by Father Agirre.

But Hamilton does not only rely on archive data; her interviews with women members and supporters of
ETA represent the valuable collection and generation of  new data that only exists in the f orm of  memories.
In this regard, this represents a great contribution to the scientif ic community. The interviews were
conducted in 1996 and 1997 with women who were part of  ETA and the radical Basque nationalism f rom the
mid-1960s to the early 1980s (p. 7). The author also mentions in some parts of  the book, the “younger
women”, providing a generational perspective. It might be interesting f or f uture research to investigate
whether this dif f erentiation has any implications regarding their participation in ETA.
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In the introduction, the author f rames the research in the nationalist and gender perspectives and
establishes the dif f erence between Basque nationalism and radical Basque nationalism. Chapters 1, 2 and
3 examine the participation of  women in ETA evolving f rom the private space to the public space. Chapter 1
f ocuses on the role of  women as “mothers and housekeepers in preserving and transmitt ing Basque
culture and language inside the home” (p. 24) and how this is translated into public spaces. Women were
understood as “an important f actor in the polit ical f ormation of  some f uture activists” (p. 33). This idea of
caregiver is discussed throughout the book in relation to dif f erent aspects. In Chapter 2, two news
scenarios are analysed: the Church and the cuadrilla (f riendship group). These two scenarios provided
dif f erent experiences to men and women and inf luenced them in dif f erent manners f or their participation in
ETA. Chapter 3 ref lects on ETA’s emergence into the public arena of  and its “open conf lict with Spanish
State” (p. 62). ETA’s early actions were aimed at reconquering public spaces that were under domain of
Franco’s dictatorship by, f or example, f lying an Ikurriña (Basque f lag). The escalation of  ETA’s actions
came to a tipping point in terms of  public expression and attention with the Burgos trial in 1970.

The militarization of  ETA and how that implied dif f erent roles f or men and women is analysed in Chapter 4.
In this regard, the book highlights an innovative distinction between ETA women in exile in the French
Basque country and those in the Spanish Basque country (p. 94). In Chapter 5 the direct participation in ETA
by women is addressed. Here, the author discusses the stereotypes present in the press of  women
participating in ETA, and conf ronts them with the f act that there is no dif f erence between women and men
in their personal and polit ical commitment (p. 123).

Chapter 6 details the experiences of  arrest and prison f or these women. For many, prison was seen as a
learning space (p. 142), in the sense of  discovering new realit ies that were translated into a major
commitment to their f eminist ideals. This greater engagement with f eminism and its attempts to introduce it
into radical nationalism is explained in Chapter 7. Finally, in Chapter 8 the author explores the dif f erent roles
of  women in ETA in relation to social representations inside and outside of  the organization.

Overall, the book f ollows a sequential line in which dif f erent spaces and dif f erent levels of  analysis are
examined. Women and ETA is a great contribution to gender and polit ical violence studies. Hamilton clearly
decodes the role of  gender in the f ormation and development of  ETA and how it was f ramed in the mind-
set of  that particular t ime. Also, it is worth highlighting again the great value of  the research material that
the author was able to gather; not an easy task since people in the Basque country are usually reluctant to
speak about ETA and the polit ical situation. Hence, this book is not only worthy of  scholarly ref lection, but
could also be usef ul f or those with interest in the Basque society and those actively working in the peace
process.

———————————-

Note:  This article gives the views of the reviewer, and not the position of LSE Review of Books, nor of the
London School of Economics.

————————————–

Ana Varela-Rey is currently a PhD candidate in Social Psychology and a member of  the “INVICTUS
Research Group” at the University of  Barcelona. She has been awarded a PhD scholarship by the University
of  Barcelona. Her PhD thesis deals with violence legit imation discourses and their implication in peace
processes, and takes the ETA terrorism group in the Basque Country as the main case study. Her research
interests include terrorism; polit ical violence; discourse of  legit imation; maintenance of  violence and
selection of  the victims, among others. Read more reviews by Ana.
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